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Abstract 
 

Performance Profile Testing of the Dassault Falcon 10/100 

Author: Thomas Henry Bolek Roman 

Advisor: Brian Kish, Ph.D. 

The objective of the performance profile and flight testing comparison is to practice flight 

test theory on a turbofan-powered aircraft, compare results to Dassault published 

parameters, and give insight on how this may become a module for the flight test 

engineering program at Florida Tech. The performance experiments conducted were 

takeoff performance, level acceleration, level flight performance, stall speed, and roll 

performance. Takeoff distance was observed using the data from the Stratus ADSB 

receiver, which gave GPS coordinates; additionally, takeoff distance was measured via 

Google Earth from the start and the takeoff location observed by the co-pilot. The takeoff 

field required was calculated to be 3,474 ft, 2% lower than the published FAR Part 25 

takeoff distance. Level acceleration experiments were completed at two altitudes 10,500 ft 

and 17,000 ft. Level accelerations were carried out by taking the aircraft nearly to stall, 

then doing a 100% throttle input until a steady state speed was achieved. Level flight 

performance was conducted using the constant 
𝑊

𝛿
 method. An initial 

𝑊

𝛿
  was observed at 

14,500 ft at M = 0.7 for 60 seconds. For the next data point, a new altitude was calculated 

to correspond with the proper delta required to keep 
𝑊

𝛿
  constant since weight decreases as 

fuel is burned. A determination of stall speed was observed; however, a clean stall was not 

possible on the Dassault Falcon-10 since there is a stall prevention system that deploys 

slats automatically. The lowest speed observed was 90 knots. Roll performance was 

inspected by doing 45-to 45 rolls and taking the time to get from 30˚ LWD to 30˚ RWD 

and vice versa. The average time to roll was 0.68 seconds with and average roll rate of 88 

degrees per second.  
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

 

Background and Objectives 

Modern aircraft are some of the most complex machines man has ever built. A compilation 

and integration of propulsion, structural, avionic, and hydraulic systems that enable 

humans to touch the clouds. Continuous leaps in aircraft capability require constant flight 

testing after every upgrade. In terms of flight testing, there are three major categories: 

performance, stability and control, and hazardous flight test. In this paper, performance 

flight testing will be the focus. There are numerous reasons for flight testing: increasing 

aviation safety, verifying requirements of the designers, and maybe the most notable, 

expanding the boundaries of possible. The category of performance flight testing is part of 

all of these incentives of flight testing. Modern aircraft are created for three major reasons: 

leisure, transportation (cargo or passenger), and warfare. There are vastly different uses 

associated with each aircraft classification, and drastically different requirements regarding 

specifications and capabilities. The invention of the airplane, essentially, made the world 

smaller; allowing men and women to reach places around the globe in time frames which 

would not have been otherwise possible. The faster and safer the airplanes get, the smaller 

and more connected the world can be. Ultimately, performance is going to sell airplanes 

whether the requirements were developed internally or asked for externally. Flight testing 

generally happens at the end of the development process, which usually results in both a 

schedule and safety concern for the testing crew. Of utmost importance, is to have a 

responsibly managed test program plan to ensure the safety of the crew and schedule of the 

program [1]. 

A complete performance profile of an aircraft consists of stall speed, level flight 

performance, range, endurance, climb performance, turning performance, takeoff and 

landing performance. If the aircraft is for military use, requirements for these parameters 
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are going to be set by the customer and the flight testing will be done to satisfy military 

standards. For commercial and civilian aircraft, the requirements will include 

improvements that will help with marketability of the aircraft, these will be tested to 

comply with FAA guidelines such as FAR Part 23. The FAA lays out the requirements 

according to the type of aircraft. FAR Part 25 Airworthiness Standards: Transport Category 

Airplanes, will be used to reference performance flight testing theory [2]. 

The objectives for this thesis research are to replicate performance parameters of the 

Dassault Falcon 10 to verify the published values and demonstrate proper flight testing 

techniques for jet propelled fixed-wing aircraft. The efforts of this research thesis will also 

help outline a module and eventually a course for performance flight testing techniques for 

jet propelled fixed-wing aircraft. Additionally, an assessment of the Dassault Falcon 10 as 

a test item for future Florida Tech flight testing will be made. 

Performance Flight Testing History 

The early days of flight were essentially all flight testing. More success and knowledge 

came with each flight, and that only led to wanting even more. Flights became experiments 

looking at parameters that would yield a more impressive aircraft. In the first two decades 

of the 20th century, the focus was of initial measurement of rate of climb, time to climb, 

takeoff and landing distances, service ceiling, and maximum speed. In the next twenty-five 

years, cruise performance, range, and different types of powerplants were mostly of 

interest. By 1945, radar, onboard recorders were used, and by 1970 digital computers were 

aboard aircraft and used in flight tests. As aviation performance progressed, so did flight 

test philosophy. In the beginning, the focus of flight testing was performance 

specifications; which progressed to the development of flight manuals as flying began to be 

more common. Moving into the latter half of the 20th century, aerodynamic models, and 

research into transonic and supersonic flight were at the forefront. Modern flights test 

began to put a large emphasis into modeling and flight simulation at the early stages for 

safety and cost concerns [3]. The ultimate reason for flight testing is for validating the 
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safety of an aircraft; on the other hand, flight testing is a high-risk procedure, but mitigates 

risk in the long run. Statistically, there are more accidents and serious incidents during non-

revenue flights. This indicates there is a much lower risk of producing an incident during 

revenue flights, which are the routine flights of professional flight crews. The two issues 

associated with the increased risk are: 

1. “An unfamiliar environment with a significantly modified context for standard 

operating procedures, in particular the possibility in many cases of an absence of the 

usual en route period of relative inactivity. 

2. The apparent willingness of a minority of flight crew making non-standard flights to 

apply less than their usual rigor to the use of prevailing standard operating 

procedures.” [4] 

To mitigate these risks, it is important to carefully plan flight tests in three phases: 

preparation, execution, and analysis. The amount of flight test time depends on the 

complexity of the aircraft. Additionally, there are development flight tests and certification 

flight tests. “The FAA has a series of tests that are required (both flight and ground tests) 

and when those tests have been satisfied a type certificate will be issued to the aircraft 

manufacturer and then they can start producing the aircraft for sale.” [5] 

Airworthiness Certification 

A standard airworthiness certificate is an official document issued by a nation’s aviation 

authority where the aircraft is registered, granting authorization to operate aircraft in flight. 

In the United States, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certifies airplanes through 

the aircraft certification service. The process by which aircraft are certified consists of: 

• “Review any proposed designs and the methods that will be used to show that 

these designs and the overall airplane complies with FAA standards. 
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• Conduct certain ground and flight tests to demonstrate that the airplane meets the 

FAA standards. 

• Evaluate the airplane to determine the required maintenance and operational 

suitability for introduction of the aircraft into service. 

• Work with other civil aviation authorities on their approval of the aircraft, based 

primarily on work already completed by the FAA.” [2] 

The Dassault Falcon 10 airworthiness standard was certified to: 

• “FAR Part 25 dated February 1st, 1964, including Amendment Nos. 25-1 

through 25-20. 

• FAR 25.145 (c) - FAR 25.677 (c) at Amendment 25-23, as notified by 

DGAC-F letter n° 4705 – DTA/M dated August 16th, 1971 FAR 25.853. 

• FAR 25.855 at Amendment 25-23, as notified by DGAC-F letter n° 5929 – 

DTA/M dated October 18th, 1971.” [6] 

CFR 14 Part 25 

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 14 consists of six chapters of all federal regulations 

pertaining to aeronautics and space. The first chapter is the first 200 parts regulated by the 

FAA and U.S. Department of Transportation. For this research, Part 25 will be referenced. 

Part 25 outlines airworthiness standards for transport category airplanes. Transport 

category encompasses large civil airplanes and helicopters which are defined as: “jet 

powered aeroplanes with 10 or more seats or with a maximum takeoff weight (MTOW) 

greater than 5,670 kg (12,500 lb). Propeller-driven aeroplanes with more than 19 seats or 

with a MTOW greater than 8,618 kg (19,000 lb), and helicopters with a MTOW greater 

than 3,175 kg (7,000 lb).”[2] Being classified as a transport category aircraft requires more 

stringent requirements including performance criteria, critical system redundancy, and 
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safety equipment requirements compared to Part 23 aircraft. The reason for the additional 

requirements is the increased potential for lost lives and damage by the aircraft. Figure 1 

below outlines to increase in demand of safety for aircraft, as the potential for catastrophic 

incidents increases. To further support this Figure 2 below is the probably of catastrophic 

failure vs. kinetic energy plot for different aircraft [7]. 

 

Figure 1 FAA Managed Risk Diagram [7] 

Proof of compliance is required, with an FAA representative present, proof of compliance 

is outlined in §25.21 [2]. 

Figure 2 FAA Probability of Catastrophic Failure vs. Kinetic energy [7] 
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Part 25 Performance 

The performance requirements are in the second section of Subpart B of Part 25. The 

general requirements for the performance correspond to the thrust available according to 

the ambient environment conditions. The rest of the sections are different test point 

requirements. For this research, § 25.103 stall speed, § 25.105 takeoff, §25.107, takeoff 

speeds, and §25.113 takeoff distance and takeoff run will be used. There are neither level 

acceleration nor level flight performance requirements outlined in Part 25. These 

performance characteristics are more for marketability of the airplane [2]. 

Criteria for Success 

Each experiment had different test criteria, in addition to, assumptions and considerations. 

For all performance tests to be considered successful, acceptable procedures within flight 

testing tolerances must be achieved. Flight testing tolerances for airworthiness performance 

tests required acceptable environmental conditions. Flight testing tolerances for non-

airworthiness tests required acceptable environmental conditions and additional 

requirements for each test. For the level flight performance test, the 
𝑊

𝛿
  ratio calculated at 

the first test point must held within 1% for each subsequent test point. The flight testing 

tolerance for the level acceleration test was maintaining an altitude within 100 ft of the 

target altitude. 

For the takeoff performance test, within 5% of the published results of takeoff field length 

and acceptable values for ground roll distance, takeoff distance, and takeoff speed would 

be considered successful. 

For non-airworthiness tests, level acceleration and level flight performance, the success 

criteria was being within 5% of published data and acceptable performance plots 

resembling those expected of the performance of a jet during such tests. Similarly, for stall 

speed and roll rate, the results from this research would be values that are reasonable to be 

considered successful. 
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Additionally, a qualitative assessment of the flight testing experience for future educational 

use was conducted. A personal analysis will be completed to base aircraft’s future usability 

in the flight test engineering program at Florida Tech. 

Test Article 

The French aircraft manufacturer, Dassault Aviation, developed the Dassault Mystere- 

Falcon 10 as a smaller version of the previously released Mystere-Falcon 20; however, 

there were some design differences. The Falcon 10 is a twin-turbofan executive transport 

aircraft that received its EASA certification in 1973 under FAR Part 25 including 

Amendments 25-1 through 25-20. This early business jet had its maiden flight December 

1st, 1970 and was in production until 1989 [6]. A picture of the actual test article can be 

seen in Figure 3 below. 

Airplane Layout 

The Falcon 10 is a two crew, up to six passenger aircraft. As seen in Figure 4 below, there 

is a forward divan and four additional seats in executive configuration [8]. The cabin is still 

relatively small with a height of 4 ft 11in, but spacious enough to change seats in flight. 

Additionally, there is a lavatory and baggage aft of the seats [8]. Depending on which tests 

Figure 3 Dassault Falcon 10 Test Article N30TE 
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are being conducted, the flight test engineer would be sitting on the divan, close enough to 

interact with the pilots and record data. 

 

Figure 4 Dassault Falcon 10 Cabin Layout [8] 

Cockpit 

The cockpit of the Falcon 10 is a crew of two side by side in the flight deck with an option 

third seat. There is full dual control and airline type instrumentation. For the Falcon 10 

used in this research, the avionics instrumentation was symmetrical. Standard avionics 

included duplicated VHF and VOR/glideslope, single ADF, marker beacon receiver, ATC 

transponder, autopilot, intercom system, and duplicated blind-flying instrumentation. 

Optional avionics include duplicated DME and flight director, second ADF. weather radar 

and radio altimeter [9]. The primary focus was on the instrument readings of airspeed, 

altitude, Mach, and engine data. In Figure 5 below, the cockpit is displayed. 
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Figure 5 Dassault Falcon 10 Cockpit 

Specifications 

The Falcon 10 is a high-performance airplane that can be equipped for “liaison, executive 

transport, navigation/attack system training, aerial photography, radio navigation aid 

calibration and ambulance duties.”[9] The low-wing configuration features an increased 

sweepback of the inboard leading edge. High lift devices include leading edge slats and 

double slotted trailing edge flaps. The wings also couple plain alerions and two-section 

spoilers on each wing. Figure 6 below shows the exterior of the plane and Figure 7 details 

the measurables mentioned above [9]. 
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Figure 6 Dassault Falcon 10 Test Article [9]  

 

Figure 7 Dassault Falcon 10 Parameters [9] 
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Flight Test Crew 

Figure 8 below is the crew aboard the flight from left to right: Gordon, co-pilot; Isaac 

Faust, passenger; Dr. Ralph Kimberlin, co-pilot; Thomas Roman, performance flight test 

engineer; Andres Alarcon, stability and control flight test engineer; and Dr. Isaac Silver, 

pilot.  

 

Figure 8 Flight Test Crew 

Test Location and Meteorological Conditions 

For the flight test research on the Dassault Falcon 10, one flight was done consisting of 

five performance tests and five stability and control tests. The flight consisted of taking off 

from Orlando Melbourne International Airport (MLB), flying as far south as Port St. Lucie, 

and back several times while conducting the tests. In Figure 9 below, the map of our flight 

can be seen. The flight was recorded via GPS on ForeFlight.  
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Figure 9 Flight Map via ForeFlight GPS 

The flight was completed the morning of January 14th, 2021, starting with a takeoff time of 

8:36 and a landing time of 9:44. The sea-level temperature was 57˚F (14˚C). 

Meteorological conditions were favorable, the east coast of Florida does not get its 

infamous stormy weather until the summer months. Rain had not occurred in Melbourne for 

several days. Smooth air was required for proper testing conditions. Minimal turbulence 

was experience throughout the flight and tests were subjected to proper environmental 

conditions.
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Chapter 2  
Test Procedures 

 

Flight Test Profile 

The test flight profile had one major objective: obtain quality data during acceptable 

conditions using proper flight testing techniques in a reasonable amount of time. The 

sections of the flights the profile consisted of takeoff (1), climb to high altitude test altitude 

(2), level acceleration 1 (3), stability and control tests (4), stall, (5), level flight 

performance (6), level acceleration 2 (7), roll performance (8), and return to MLB and land 

(9). The nine segments can be seen in Figure 10, elevation vs. time plot and Figure 11, 

velocity vs. time plot below. 

 

Figure 10 Test Flight Elevation vs. Time Plot 
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Figure 11 Test Flight Velocity vs. Time Plot 

The duration of the flight was 1 hour and 21 minutes, where 297 nautical miles were 

traveled and 1,700 lbs of fuel was burned. In Table 1 below, is the Flight Test Time and 

Temperature Table. 

Table 1 Flight Test Time and Temperature Table 

Flight Test Time (EST) Avg Altitude (ft) OAT (˚C) 

Takeoff 8:36 am 33 14 

Level 

Acceleration 1 

8:48 am 17,000 -5 

Stall 9:06 am 15,700 -3 

Level Flight 

Performance 

9:15 am 15,000 -3 

Level 

Acceleration 2 

9:27 am 10,500 4 

Roll Performance 9:33 am 10,500 4 

Landing 9:46 am 33 15 
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Takeoff Distance Test Procedure 

For takeoff performance testing, the parameter of interest are the ground roll distance, 

takeoff distance, and takeoff velocity. The environmental and operational requirements for 

acceptable takeoff testing are described in §25.105. The test was completed in takeoff 

configuration under the maximum takeoff weight. The aircraft was under non-icing 

conditions on a smooth, dry runway. Additionally, both engines were operating. To comply 

with Part 25 standards, §25.11 states, takeoff distance on a dry runway is the greater of: 

(1) “The horizontal distance along the takeoff path from the start of the takeoff to the 

point at which the airplane is 35 feet above the takeoff surface, determined under 

§25.111 for a dry runway; or 

(2) 115 percent of the horizontal distance along the takeoff path, with all engines 

operating, from the start of the takeoff to the point at which the airplane is 35 feet 

above the takeoff surface, as determined by a procedure consistent with §25.111.” 

[10] 

As §25.111 describes the appropriate takeoff path that is acceptable for takeoff 

performance tests. Although the takeoff path is defined by the FAA from standing start 

point until 1,500 ft above takeoff surface, the data set of interest was the takeoff distance. 

Figure 12 below is a picture describing the different distances and velocities previously 

mentioned [10]. 
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Figure 12 FAR Part 25 Takeoff Distance Decoder [10] 

For the takeoff performance tests, the pilot taxied up to the runway and the copilot looking 

out the window aligns the nose of the plane with the arrows on the runway. The arrows can 

be seen in Figure 13 below.  

Level Acceleration Test Procedure 

The aircraft was brought to steady level flight at the test altitude (17,000 ft and 10,500 ft). 

The pilot then decreased throttle input while pulling up to decrease speed but maintain 

Figure 13 Takeoff Runway 
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altitude. The pilot decelerated past the stall warning until the stall prevention system 

engages and the leading-edge slats deploy. Next, the pilot input 100% throttle and push 

over to begin the level acceleration. The pilot must actively control the airplane to not 

increase altitude as a result from the increased lift from the acceleration. The level 

acceleration continued until the indicated airspeed redlines and readings were performed 

every 10 kts of indicated airspeed gain. The two-level accelerations performed were at two 

altitudes at opposite headings. The parameters of interest are indicated airspeed, altitude, 

OAT, fuel flow, weight, and time. 

Stall Speed Test Procedure 

Stall Speed is a fundamental value that is usually found early in the flight test program. 

This is because many variables and trim speeds are determined, or described, as multiples 

of stall speed. As described by AC 25-7D, the purpose of stall speed testing is for three 

main reasons. The first is defining reference stall speeds and how they vary with weight, 

altitude, and configuration. Next, is demonstrating handling qualities are adequate for a 

safe recovery from highest angle-of-attack in normal flight. Lastly, determination of 

adequate pre-stall warning systems including aerodynamic or artificial methods of warning 

[10]. The importance of stall speed testing cannot be overemphasized. The accuracy for 

stall speed for aircraft is normally critical where a standard pitot-static system is 

unacceptable. Different agencies have different definitions for stall. The FAA describes 

stall demonstration in §25.201 as the following: 

(1) “The airplane is fully stalled when any one or a combination of the characteristics 

listed below occurs to give the pilot a clear and distinctive indication to cease any 

further increase in angle-of-attack, at which time recovery should be initiated using 

normal techniques. 

a. The pitch control reaches the aft stop and is held full aft for two seconds, 

or until the pitch attitude stops increasing, whichever occurs later. In the 

case of turning flight stalls, recovery may be initiated once the pitch 
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control reaches the aft stop when accompanied by a rolling motion that is 

not immediately controllable (provided the rolling motion complies with 

§25.203(c)). 

b. An uncommented, distinctive and easily recognizable nose down pitch that 

cannot be readily arrested. This nose down pitch may be accompanied by a 

rolling motion that is not immediately controllable, provided that the 

rolling motion complies with §25.203(b) or (c), as appropriate. 

c. The airplane demonstrates an unmistakable, inherent aerodynamic warning 

of a magnitude and severity that is a strong and effective deterrent to 

further speed reduction. This deterrent level of aerodynamic warning (i.e., 

buffet) should be of a much greater magnitude than the initial buffet 

ordinarily associated with stall warning. An example is a large transport 

airplane that exhibits “deterrent buffet” with flaps up and is characterized 

by an intensity that inhibits reading cockpit instruments and would require 

a strong determined effort by the pilot to increase the angle-of-attack any 

further. 

d. The activation points of a stall identification device that provides one of the 

characteristics listed above. Paragraph 228 of this AC presents guidance 

material for demonstrating compliance with the regulatory requirements of 

Part 25 for stall identification systems.” [10] 

Acceptable stall speed test procedure is located in §25.201d(3) of AC 25-7B. For this 

research, the test procedure consisted of the pilot attaining the test altitude of 15,700 ft. 

The pilot trimmed the aircraft in cruise configuration at roughly 1.2𝑉𝑠1. The pilot 

commanded engines go to idle, then only using the primary longitudinal control for speed 

reduction, maintaining a constant deceleration until stall. 
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Level Flight Performance Test Procedure 

While level flight performance testing is not mentioned in the airworthiness requirements 

or the FAA, some acceptable methods for FAA climb performance require the use of the 

drag polar obtained from level flight performance. Additionally, level flight performance 

serves an important purpose for the pilots operating handbook [1]. The level flight 

performance tests gather cruise data that confirm design specifications, determine airplane 

drag polar, engine characteristics in flight and drag increments of small changes during 

development testing [1]. 

The chosen method for level flight performance is constant 
𝑊

𝛿
 method. For a pilot to hold a 

constant 
𝑊

𝛿
 the pilot must change altitude for changes in weight. The altitude changes 

required more pre-flight planning since a missed test point requires an altitude change. To 

calculate the next altitude, an excel spread sheet was created to back solve for the altitude 

when given the projected weight and previously obtained 
𝑊

𝛿
. 

The pilot begins by achieving steady level flight at the initial altitude of 14,500 ft at the 

first Mach Number of 0.7. Once the aircraft has stabilized, the weight is recorded, and the 

test 
𝑊

𝛿
 is calculated, and this cruise is held for 60 seconds. During the test, the next 

projected weight is plugged into the calculator and the next altitude is obtained. The 

projected aircraft weight for the next test point is enough of a weight change to allow 

ample time for the pilot to finish the test point, climb, and stabilize. The next test point was 

steady level flight at a Mach Number of 0.6 at the next test altitude and held for 90 

seconds. This is repeated until a Mach of 0.4 is obtained. In total, there were four test 

altitudes flown for the same 
𝑊

𝛿
 . 
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Roll Performance Test Procedure 

There are no roll rate requirements by the FAA. However, in §25.349 located in the Flight 

Maneuver and Gust Conditions section of Subpart C-Structure, there is rolling condition 

requirements described. CFR §25.349 requires aircraft the be designed for loads resulted 

from rolling conditions caused by maneuvering or unsymmetrical gusts. The maneuvering 

section focuses on determining required aileron deflection and requires investigation of 

conditions for airplanes with engines outboard of the fuselage [1].  

For roll performance testing, the parameters of interest are the roll rate and 30˚-to-30˚ roll 

time. The pilot trimmed the aircraft at the test altitude of 15,000 ft, and then achieve a 45˚ 

(RWD) roll angle. Once stable, the pilot performed 75% input roll to left-wing-down 

(LWD) and stopped at 45˚. The same maneuver was then performed from LWD to RWD. 

The GoPro observed the maneuver to record the time from 30˚-to-30˚. 

Data Recording and Test Instruments 

There were data recording redundancies to ensure data was captured for each test during 

the flight. The primary source of data recording were two GoPro cameras set up in the20 

cockpit pointing at the instruments. Prior to flight the cockpit was examined and GoPros 

were placed on flexible mounts where one pointed at the engine instrumentation and the 

other was pointing at flight characteristic instrumentation as seen in the Figures 14 and 15 

below. 
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Figure 14 Instrumentation view of GoPro 1 

 

Figure 15 Instrumentation view of GoPro 2 

The GoPros were started during taxi and stayed on the entire flight. One GoPro did die in 

the middle of testing level flight performance and the battery was replaced. To mitigate the 

risk of missing any data, video was also taken on phones during the tests. This proved 
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useful when the GoPro died. Additionally, there was a stratus 3 ADS-B receiver sampling 

at 1 Hz providing time, latitude, longitude, and elevation. The recorded data from the 

stratus was uploaded to ForeFlight and exported into an excel sheet. Handwritten and typed 

notes were also taken to help recall important information and times of tests. 

Table 2 Measured Parameter List 

Measured Data 

From GoPro 1 From GoPro 2 Stratus Recorded 

Airspeed (kts) Fuel Flow (pph) Latitude (DD) Weight 

Altitude (ft) N1 (%RPM) Longitude (DD) Time 

Mach Number N2 (%RPM) Time (ZULU) 𝑊/𝛿 
HUD Fuel used (lbs) Elevation (m)  
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Chapter 3  
Data Reduction 

Stratus Data 

The data recorded by the stratus started at engine start and stopped at engine shutoff. With 

a sampling rate of 1 Hz, this resulted in 4,870 data points for elevation, time, latitude, and 

longitude. From latitude, φ, longitude, λ, and radius of the Earth, R, distance from one 

point to the next was obtained [Equation 1]. 

Equation 1 Spherical Law of Cosines [11] 

𝑑 = acos((sin𝜑1 ∙ sin𝜑2 + cos𝜑1 ∙ cos𝜑2) ∙ cos(𝜆2 − 𝜆1)) 

Knowing distance from one point to the next, enables the calculation of velocity by 

dividing the distance by time from one point to the next, which is known [Equation 2]. 

Equation 2 Kinematic Velocity 

𝑉 =
𝑑

∆𝑡
 

From velocity and elevation, it is now easy to see what the aircraft was doing during a 

range of data points. This enabled the determination of the takeoff ground roll distance, 

and estimation of the distance to 35 ft as required by §25.11. The sum of ground roll 

distance and air distance is the take of distance [Equation 3]. 

Equation 3 Takeoff Distance 

𝐷𝑇𝑂 = 𝐷𝐺𝑅 + 𝐷𝐴 

As required by §25.11, the takeoff field length is “one hundred fifteen percent of the 

distance measured to measure to the 35 ft height above the takeoff surface with all engines 

operating” [Equation 4]. 
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Equation 4 Takeoff Field Length 

𝑇𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑜𝑓𝑓𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 1.15 ∙ 𝐷𝑇𝑂 

GoPro 

The GoPros film at 30 frames-per-second. Additionally, the “Movie & TV” app on 

windows allows for frame by frame pausing of the videos, resulting 30 Hz sampling. To 

extract the data in a usable format, the videos had to be watched thoroughly and repeatedly. 

The videos were paused to read measurements and output them into Excel. Using the audio 

from the GoPro and the video displaying the airspeed gages, the time the pilot disengaged 

the break and takeoff began was determined. Once the vertical speed indicator moved 

positive it indicated the ground roll had ended. From these two points, ground roll time, 

and liftoff velocity, 𝑉𝐿𝑂𝐹, were determined. For level acceleration testing, the video noted 

the start time on audio so data could be taken from both GoPros at the same time. The 

video was paused at increments of 10 kts of airspeed starting at 130 kts. Time, Fuel used, 

airspeed, and altitude were taken and recorded in Excel. The values for airspeed needed to 

be converted to standard units, ft/s, for calculations [Equation 5]. 

Equation 5 Knots to Feet Per Second 

𝑉 (
𝑓𝑡

𝑠
) = 𝑉 (

𝑛𝑚

ℎ𝑟
) ∙

6076.12𝑓𝑡

1𝑛𝑚
∙
1ℎ𝑟

3600𝑠
 

An indicated airspeed vs. time plot was created and a trendline was obtained [Equation 6] 

as seen in Figure 16 below. 
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Figure 16 Indicated Airspeed vs. Time Plot 

Equation 6 Example Trendline for Airspeed vs. Time from Fig. 13 

𝑉 = −0.00002𝑡3 − 0.0054𝑡2 + 3.6331𝑡 + 215.03 

The derivative of Equation 6 was taken to get a 𝑑𝑣 𝑑𝑡 Equation and obtain values for 𝑑𝑣 𝑑𝑡 

at each test point [Equation 7]. 

Equation 7 First Derivative of Velocity with Respect to Time 

𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
= −0.00006𝑡2 + 0.0108𝑡 + 3.6331 

The airspeed data was corrected for non-standard conditions. The atmospheric ratio is 

calculated accounting for nonstandard pressure altitudes, where 𝐻𝑃𝐼 is the indicated 

pressure altitude in feet [Equation 8]. 

y = -2E-05x3 - 0.0054x2 + 3.6331x + 215.03
R² = 1
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Equation 8 Pressure Ratio 

𝛿 =  [1.0 −(6.87535 ∙ 10 − 6)𝐻𝑃𝐼]
5.2561 

Then, the atmospheric temperature ratio is calculated to account for non-standard 

temperatures values [Equation 9]. OAT is the indicated temperature at altitude in degrees 

Celsius. 

Equation 9 Temperature Ratio 

𝜃 =
273.15 + 𝑂𝐴𝑇

288.15
 

The atmospheric density ratio is calculated from the pressure and the temperature ratios 

[Equation 10]. 

Equation 10 Density Ratio 

√𝜎 = √
𝛿

𝜃
 

True airspeed can now be calculated from the density ratio and calibrated airspeed 

[Equation 11]. For this data reduction, calibrated airspeed is the same as indicated airspeed 

due to lack of position and instrument corrections. 

Equation 11 True Airspeed 

𝑉𝑇 =
𝑉𝑐

√𝜎
 

Thrust horsepower in excess is then calculated from weight, gravitational constant, 
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
 , and 

true airspeed [Equation 12]. 
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Equation 12 Thrust Horsepower in Excess 

𝐹𝐻𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
𝑊𝑇

𝑔

𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
𝑉𝑇  ∙

1𝐻𝑃

550
𝑓𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑏
𝑠

 

The thrust horsepower needs to be corrected for non-standard weight, using 17,000 lbs as 

the standard weight [Equation 13]. 

Equation 13 Weight Corrected Thrust Horsepower in Excess 

(𝐹𝐻𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)𝑊𝐶 =
𝐹𝐻𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

(
𝑊𝑇
𝑊𝑆

)

3
2


 

Rate of climb, ROC, is calculated in ft/min [Equation 14]. 

Equation 14 Rate of Climb 

𝑅𝑂𝐶 =
(𝐹𝐻𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)𝑊𝐶

𝑊𝑆
 ∙
550

𝑓𝑡 ∙ 𝑙𝑏
𝑠

1𝐻𝑃
 

A plot of rate of climb vs. velocity is computed as seen in Figure 17 below. Using the plots 

and the trendlines for the data, the best rate of climb, 𝑉𝑦 and best angle, 𝑉𝑦, for that altitude 

can be obtained. The steps are then repeated for the 10,500 ft altitude level acceleration 

data. 
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Figure 17 Rate of Climb vs. Indicated Airspeed Plot 

Next, 𝑉𝑦 and 𝑉𝑦 are plotted to obtain trendline Equations. Trendline Equations are set equal 

to obtain the ceiling of the aircraft. The previous is done in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18 Best Angle and Best Rate vs. Altitude Plot 

Data was taken by the GoPros for stall performance and roll performance testing, but no 

data reduction is needed. 
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Excel 

Data was manually recorded in excel for the level flight performance test. As previously 

mentioned, a calculator was used in Excel to determine the next altitude to maintain a 

constant 
𝑊

𝛿
 . The parameters recorded in Excel were Mach Number, weight, 𝛿, altitude, and 

𝑊

𝛿
 . Since the altimeter only showed increments of 20 ft, and the degree of difficulty to 

maintain a precise altitude, it was impossible to keep 
𝑊

𝛿
 perfectly constant. In Table 3 

below, are the desired values, the obtained values and the percent difference. 

Table 3 
𝑾

𝜹
 Collected Data 

 

From Table 3 above, the 
𝑊

𝛿
 value was not affected very much and well under a 1% 

difference. Additional data was extracted from the GoPros for 𝑁1, airspeed, and fuel flow. 

A drag polar is a plot of interest. To do this, coefficient of lift for steady level flight is 

calculated for each test point [Equation 15]. 

M Weight (lbs) Altitude (ft)   
 
 

𝑊/𝛿 
Percent 

Difference 

 Desired Actual Desired Actual 

0.7 15,767 15,767 14,500 14,500 

0.6 15,650 15,650 14,685 14,650 

0.5 15,550 15,550 14,845 14,840 

0.4 15,450 15,474 15,005 15,000 
 𝛿 𝑊/𝛿 (lbs) 

0.7 Desired Actual Desired Actual 

0.6 0.5758 0.5758 27,382.65 27,382.65 0.00
% 

0.5 0.5715 0.5723 27,382.65 27,343.68 0.14
% 

0.4 0.5679 0.5680 27,382.65 27,377.35 0.02
% 

 0.5642 0.5643 27,382.65 27,419.64 0.14
% 
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Equation 15 Coefficient of Lift 

𝐶𝐿 =
2𝑊

𝜌𝑉2𝑆
 

The total drag coefficient was the next parameter to calculate from profile drag coefficient 

and induced drag coefficient [Equation 16]. 

Equation 16 Coefficient of Drag 

𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶𝑑,𝑝 + 𝐶𝑑,𝑖  

The profile drag coefficient was extrapolated from a paper attempting to reduce drag on the 

Falcon 10 by adding Winglets [12]. From the wind tunnel data seen in Figure 19 below, 

𝐶𝑑,𝑝 was approximated to be 0.019.  

 

Figure 19 Falcon 10 Drag Wind Tunnel Data [12]   

The Oswald Efficiency Factor, e, was approximated from historical data as 0.8. The 

induced drag coefficient was found from the lift coefficient, π, e, and aspect ratio, AR 

[Equation 17]. 
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Equation 17 Induced Drag Coefficient 

𝐶𝑑,𝑖 =
𝐶𝐿
2

𝜋𝑒𝐴𝑅
 

Using the information from the drag profile, thrust required [Equation 18] and its 

components can be calculated [Equation 19, 20]. 

Equation 18 Thrust Required 

𝑇𝑅 = 𝐷 = 𝐷𝑃 + 𝐷𝑖 

Equation 19 Parasitic Drag 

𝐷𝑃 =
1

2
𝜌𝑉2𝑆𝐶𝑑,𝑝 

Equation 20 Induced Drag 

𝐷𝑖 =
1

2
𝜌𝑉𝑠𝑆𝐶𝑑,𝑖 

Other parameters used for level flight performance analysis are referred thrust [Equation 

21], referred RPM [Equation 22], referred fuel flow [Equation 23]. 

Equation 21 Referred Thrust 

𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 
𝐹

𝛿
 

Equation 22 Referred RPM 

𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 
𝑁

√𝜃
 

Equation 23 Referred Fuel Flow 

𝜔𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 
𝜔𝑓

𝛿√𝜃
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The parameters calculated in Equations 21-23 were used to generate plots, the same as the 

examples of Figures 10.2-10.6 from [1]. From level flight performance of jet aircraft 

theory, starting from steady state, level flight conditions, substitutions and algebraic 

manipulation result in Mach Number being a function of 
𝑊

𝛿
 and referred rpm, 

𝑁

√𝜃
 , or power 

setting [Equation 24] [1]. 

Equation 24 Mach as a Function of 
𝑾

𝜹
 and 

𝑵

√𝜽
 

𝑀 = 𝑓 (
𝑊

𝛿
,
𝑁

√𝜃
) 

From this relationship, a series of plots can be obtained for basic level flight performance. 

 

Figure 20 Referred Fuel Flow vs. Referred RPM Example [1] 

 

Figure 21 Referred Thrust vs. Mach Number Example [1] 
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Figure 22 Referred Thrust vs. Referred RPM Example [1] 

 

Figure 23 Referred RPM vs. Mach Number Example [1] 

 

Figure 24 Referred Fuel Flow vs. Mach Number Example [1] 

Stall speed was observed via GoPro and under the known conditions the maximum lift 

coefficient, 𝐶𝐿,𝑀𝐴𝑋, can be derived [Equation 25]. 
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Equation 25 Maximum Lift Coefficient 

𝐶𝐿,𝑀𝐴𝑋 =
2𝑊

𝜌𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙
2 𝑆
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Chapter 4  
Test Result 

Flight Analysis 

The main objective of testing was achieved to successfully perform performance flight 

tests and analysis. Flight cards were made for each test, outlining the procedure for the 

pilot. Few flight test tolerances were needed, Table 4 below outlines them. 

Table 4 Flight Test Tolerance Table 

Inflight 

Measurement 

Tolerance 

Airspeed ±5 kts 

Altitude ±200 ft 

Mach ±0.01 

Derived 

Measurement 

 

𝑊/𝛿 ±1% 

 

An additional objective was to be within 5% of published values and produce similar 

performance plots as the flight manual and published data. 

Takeoff Performance 

The derived takeoff performance parameters and their comparison to published parameters 

can be seen in Table 5 below. The airplane was loaded with approximately 66% fuel. There 

were published FAR 25 Takeoff (TO) field requirements for 50% and 100% fuel. From the 

two published values, the 66% fuel TO field requirement was extrapolated to 3,400 ft. 
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Table 5 Takeoff Performance Results 

𝑉𝐿𝑂𝐹 GPS Takeoff 

Distance 

GPS calculated 

TO Field 

Requirement 

Published TO 

Field 

Requirement 

TO Field 

Percent 

Difference 

116.27 kts 3,020 ft 3,474 ft 3,400 ft 2.18% 

 

The results from takeoff testing yielded a TO field requirement remarkably like the 

approximated TO field requirement from published data. A 2.18% difference is well 

withing the goal of 5%. The takeoff testing performed is compliant with the FAA standards 

that are used to certify aircraft. 

There is some error in data from the stratus; an average vertical error of 6.6 ft with a 

maximum of 79 ft in addition to an average vertical error of 6.6 ft with a maximum of 105 

ft. However, it is known that there are slow speeds during taxi and a stoppage on the 

runway to align with a reference point and increase engine power before release of the 

break. Also, the elevation of MLB is 33 ft. It was determined that takeoff started at 

13:37:46.144999980Z, or about 8:37 AM EST, which is concurrent with hand-recorded 

data. Additionally, the copilot made a note of when the ground roll distance was reached. 

According to the co-pilot, the 8th marker along the runway is when wheels where off the 

ground. Using Google Earth, the distance between the initial reference point and the 8th 

marker on the runway was 2,768 ft. This distance has some disparity with what was taken 

from the GPS system of 2,377 ft. Reason for this difference is likely due to the estimation 

by the co-pilot in addition to the difference between front-wheel liftoff vs. the back-wheels 

off. 

Level Acceleration 

The derived performance parameters from the level acceleration tests are seen in Table 6 

below. The performance parameters resulting from the level acceleration tests pertain to 

climb performance. Although, there was a published ceiling value of 45,200 ft for the 

maximum operating altitude, there was neither a value published for best angle nor best 
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rate speeds for which to compare. It is unclear whether this is the service ceiling or the 

absolute ceiling of the aircraft. Even so, the aircraft ceiling value was found to be 48,063 ft, 

6% difference to the published value. 

Table 6 Level Acceleration Results 

Altitude (ft) 
Best Angle 

(Vx) 

Best ROC 

Speed (Vy) 

Aircraft 

Ceiling 

Aircraft 

Ceiling 

Percent 

Difference 

10,500 172.8 kts 261.7 kts 

48,063 ft 45,200 ft 6.3% 
17,000 179.1kts 272.3 kts 

 

Below, Figure 25 is the indicated airspeed vs time plot for both level accelerations, where a 

function of airspeed with respect to time was obtained using a 3rd order polynomial 

trendline. From this, the function, 
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
 , was obtained by taking the derivative of the airspeed 

function with respect to time. Then,  
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
 was then calculated for each time a data point was 

taken after start to be used in calculation ROC for each data point. 
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Figure 25 Indicated Airspeed vs. Time Plot 

Figure 26 below shows the ROC value for each airspeed. From this plot, two important 

climb parameters are obtained, 𝑉𝑥, best angle, and 𝑉𝑦, best ROC. Best angle, 𝑉𝑥, is 

obtained by drawing a line from the origin that is tangent to the curve in the first quadrant. 

Best ROC, 𝑉𝑦, is found at the maximum of the ROC vs. indicated airspeed curve. 
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Figure 26 Rate of Climb vs. Indicated Airspeed Plot 

The values for 𝑉𝑥 and 𝑉𝑦 are then plotted against altitude resulting in Figure 27 below. 

Using the linear trendline equations, the service ceiling of the aircraft is where the two 

lines intersect. 

 

Figure 27 Best Angle and Best Rate Indicated Airspeed vs. Indicated Altitude 
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A significant amount of data reduction and manipulation had to be conducted for the 

results section of the level acceleration tests. The issue was in the best angle and best rate 

speeds vs. altitude. The best angle was lower at 17,000 ft than at 10,500 ft and higher for 

best rate, where this should have been the opposite. As a result, the aircraft ceiling was 

negative, which is clearly incorrect. The errors were also clear in the ROC vs. Calibrated 

Airspeed plots where the trendlines had maximums offset of where the actual maximum 

occurred. The second order curves were much too wide for the 17,000 ft level acceleration. 

The root cause of this was the initial airspeed vs. time data for 17,000 ft the plot was not 

concave up initially, as it was for the 10,500 ft. To solve the issues, the data was parsed for 

airspeed vs. time for 17,000 ft, and for ROC vs. calibrated airspeed for 10,500 ft and 

17,000 ft. This resolved the issues, the curves before data parsing are included in Appendix 

A. The cause of the issue sources from engine and high lift device delay and the differing 

methods for the level acceleration. It should be noted the engine spool-up time and the 

retraction of the stall protection slats create inconsistencies early in the level accelerations. 

Additionally, Dr. Silver manually flew the first acceleration at 17,000 ft and the autopilot 

flew the second level acceleration at 10,500 ft. Other sources of error could be the 

environmental conditions. 

Level Flight Performance 

The first performance curve generated was the thrust required curve seen in Figure 28 

below. The decreasing curve on the plot is the induced drag and the increasing curve is the 

parasitic drag. The sum of the two drag curves yields the top curve, total drag. In this 

instance, total drag is interchangeable with thrust required to maintain steady level flight at 

the associated airspeed. The plot of Figure 28 is as expected, indicating proper flight 

testing practices. 
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Figure 28 Thrust Required Curve 

While the plot above is accurate for subsonic speeds, once the aircraft begins to enter 

transonic region the amount of drag increases substantially. Without accounting for 

additional sources of drag such as wave drag, the plot in Figure 28 above indicates 

supersonic travel is attainable with 5,100 lbs of thrust. The two Garrett TFE731 engines are 

capable of outputting 3,300 lbs of thrust [13]. For high-speed testing, additional sources of 

drag must be considered. A predominate source of error is the mixing of data parameters. 

The parasitic drag coefficient was extrapolated from wind tunnel data while the test were 

conducted in real air conditions. The mix of the wind tunnel and air data creates variability. 

The Oswald Efficiency Factor, e, was also approximated.  

The drag polar, shown in Figure 29 below, is used by pilots in the flight manual to help 

with airplane trimming and maneuvering. During the level flight performance testing, the 
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airplane was in clean configuration, resulting in appropriate lift values. The plot below has 

the expected shape and reasonable values. 

 

Figure 29 Drag Polar 

The next five performance plots seen in Figures 30 - Figure 34 are standardized plots of 

Mach Number, referred RPM, referred fuel flow, and referred thrust. The first is the 

relationship between power setting in Mach in Figure 30 below. The shape of this plot, 

along with the trendline equation, and coefficient of determination, 𝑅2, are as expected 

from level flight performance. 
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Figure 30 Referred RPM vs. Mach Number 

The relation of thrust required to hold a Mach Number is described by Figure 31 below. 

The shape of this plot, along with the trendline equation and 𝑅2 are as expected from level 

flight performance. 
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Figure 31 Referred Thrust vs. Mach Number 

The required fuel flow for a power setting is described in Figure 32 below. The shape of 

this plot is as expected; however, the curve is steeper than anticipated. In contrast, the 𝑅2 

are as expected from level flight performance. 
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Figure 32 Referred Fuel Flow vs. Referred RPM 

The thrust, power setting relationship is described in Figure 33 below. The shape of this 

plot, along with the trendline equation and 𝑅2 are as expected from level flight 

performance. 
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Figure 33 Referred Thrust vs. Referred RPM 

The fuel flow required to obtain and hold a Mach Number is seen in Figure 34 below. The 

shape of this plot, along with the trendline equation and 𝑅2 are as expected from level flight 

performance. 
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Figure 34 Referred Fuel Flow vs. Mach Number 

Stall Performance 

The stall performance test results are displayed in Table 7 below. 

Table 7 Stall Performance Test Results 

Observed Stall 

Speed 

Stall True Airspeed CL Max 

90 kts 117.7 kts 2.25 

 

The stall performance testing was conducted at an altitude of 15,700 ft at a weight of 

15,956 lbs. There are leading edge slats that deploy as part of the stall warning system in 

addition to 52˚ of double slotted flaps were in use. 

Roll Performance 

The results from the roll performance tests are listed in Table 8 below. From Dr. Silvers 

account, this plane is highly maneuverable and that its roll rate is higher than most business 
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jets. This is evident from the results; the roll rate was calculated to be 88˚ per-second 

which is about 70% of an F-18 fighter jet. [14]. 

Table 8 Roll Performance Test Results 

Average 30-30 Time Average Roll Rate 

0.68 seconds 88.24˚/s  

Future Flight Testing 

The Dassault Falcon 10 is an early business transportation airplane allowing for more 

occupants which means more opportunity to learn with less flights. The aircraft being held 

at a hangar at MLB Airport enables easy access for flight labs. The cabin layout is 

sufficient for interaction with the pilots as well as with the passengers along with enough 

room to change seats and store additional equipment, if needed. There are two seats that 

face aft that are not ideal for testing; however, the quality of the flight testing experience is 

not impeded. The instrumentation of the cockpit is symmetrical on both sides which allows 

ease of capturing data through a GoPro; moreover, they can be positioned where the 

GoPros do not interfere with the pilots. Future flight test engineers should beware of the 

parallax effect of the GorPros being offset from the gages. To mitigate error in readings, 

having audio callouts are very helpful. The instrumentation quality is sufficient with the 

addition of the GPS data obtained from the stratus. For future data capturing via GoPro, the 

installation of a ceiling mount would be worthwhile. This would allow for more gages 

captured in one shot and less of a parallax. To adapt the Falcon 10 for a class setting, it is 

recommended to add iPad compatibility with instrumentation connected via Wi-Fi. The 

iPads would allow each student to visually see the data. Additionally, an updated intercom 

system would be beneficial for large flight testing groups. This would add to the 

experience by hearing pilots talk through maneuvers and improve communication in the 

cabin. One detraction from the Falcon-10 is the need for two pilots that have proper 

certification. The cost to rent the plane as well as contracting the pilot can be expensive, let 

alone the cost of fuel. There is also an option to explore single engine jet aircrafts in the 

commuter category of aircraft for future flight testing. The commuter category aircraft 
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offer a cheaper alternative for similar aircraft. Overall, the flight testing experience was 

exceptional. The plane was an excellent vehicle in which to get experience gathering data 

in flight for Part 25 jet aircraft which will be invaluable moving forward. While there 

should be research into the potential cost reduction of using a single pilot jet aircraft, it is 

recommended that the Dassault Flacon 10 as a future flight test vehicle for Florida Tech. 
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Chapter 5  
Conclusion 

 

This research demonstrated performance flight testing techniques used in industry and 

compared the findings to published data. The underlying purpose of the research was to 

determine the flight test capability of the Dassault Falcon 10 as a future test vehicle for the 

flight test engineering program at Florida Tech. Flight cards were made with procedure 

that follow FAR Part 25 and industry standards. The test plan was created between the 

pilot and flight test engineers. The test flight was conducted under acceptable conditions 

and maneuvers within tolerances. Data acquisition was conducted through phone and 

GoPro videos in addition to GPS and hardcopy sources. The data was reduced in Excel and 

the “Movies and TV” app on Windows. The derived parameters and the raw data taken 

were acceptable in the means of what was expected. Most values obtained were within 5% 

of published values and the ones without comparison appear to be aligned with theory. 

After the results were produced, there was a conference with test pilot, Dr. Silver, 

regarding the findings since he has an abundance of experience flying, especially the 

Falcon 10. It was determined that the V-speeds are in line with what is expected based on 

the weight for the climb profile. This helps confirm proper flight testing procedures were 

conducted. 

For future tests, it is recommended all flight test maneuvers to be manually flown instead 

of via autopilot, which will eliminate one variable. Additionally, prior to flight it is 

recommended to look at the performance profile and the values in the flight manual. Doing 

so is imperative for preparation and direct comparisons to test results. The Dassault Falcon 

10 is recommended as a future flight testing vehicle for at Florida Tech. because the 

advantage of the size and positive experience through the experiments outweighs the 

disadvantage of needing two pilots. 
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Appendix A 
 

 

Figure 35 Non-Parsed Airspeed vs. Time 

 

Figure 36 Non-Parsed Rate of Climb vs. Time 
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Figure 37 Non-Parsed Vx and Vy vs. Altitude 

 

Table 9 Non-Parsed 
𝑾

𝜹
 Results 

Altitude (ft) 16913 10513 

Vx (kts) 164.63 189.14 

Vy (kts) 238.89 252.00 

Ceiling (ft) -24808 

Percent Difference -154.9% 
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